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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group, p an odd prime and P a Sylow p- 
subgroup of G. Assume 
(9 I ~G(P)/P - w-9 = 2 and P= [P, t] for any t E N,(P) - 
lJ * C,(P); 
(ii) P is non-cyclic and of exponent p, and ifp is a Fermat prime, then 
the class of P is at most p - 3 ifp > 5, and at most 2 ifp = 3. 
Then G is p-solvable of p-length one. 
By the Hall-Wielandt theorem the second part of condition (i) is 
equivalent (using condition (ii)) to OP(G) = G. The condition imposed when 
p is a Fermat prime is necessary since we then can consider an irreducible 
representation of SL(2,p - 1) of degree p - 2 over GF(p): the semidirect 
product gives a non-p-solvable group fulfilling all the conditions of the 
theorem except that Cl(P) = p - 2 (here Cl(P) denotes the nilpotency class 
of P). The involvement of SL(2, p - 1) is a common feature of all counter- 
examples of this sort. 
We also prove the next theorem which is a key step in the proof of 
Theorem A. 
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THEOREM B. Let G be a jkite group, p an odd prime and N a C-control 
subgroup of G. Assume N/O,,(N) NH, where H 2: P x1 T the semidirect 
product of a non-cyclic group P of exponent p and T of order 2, such that 
f P, T] = P. Then G = O,,,(G) e N, namely, G is p-soluable of p-length one. 
We recall that N is a C-control subgroup of G if it contains a Sylow p- 
subgroup of G and for any non-trivial p-subgroup Q c: N and g E G such 
that Qg c: N we have g = c 9 IZ for some c E C,(Q), n E N. We define W- 
control subgroups imilarly for W any mapping from non-trivial p-subgroups 
of G into subgroups of G. 
Denote by J(P) the Thompson subgroup generated by all Abelian 
subgroups of P of maximal order. By Theorem B and Theorem A of [3] we 
get the following 
COROLLARY. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G. Set 
iv = N,MJ(p))) and assume that P has exponent p and p > 5, and 
N/Q,,(N) 2: H (as in Theorem B). Then G = O,,(G) . N, i.e., G is p-solvable 
of p-length one. 
In Section 1 we state a more general version of these results that covers 
the Smith-Tyrer Theorem 19, lo]. We give a complete proof of these results 
without any reference to it. 
In this section we prove some preliminary lemmas, and give a new more 
general formulation of the main results of the paper. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let P be a finite non-cyclic p-group of exponent p, t an 
automorphism of P of order 2 such that [P, t] = P. Suppose a E C,(t); then 
(C,(a), t ] is non-cyclic. 
Proof: Let P be a counterexample of minimal order. Then P is not 
Abelian and t acts on Z(P). Assume that 
x E Z(P)# and x’ = x. 
We may apply the lemma to P/(x} and we get a, /I E P such that 
la, aI, WC al f h>, ($=a-’ and/j’=:@-‘, 
and (a, ,&)(x}/(x) is non-cyclic. 
But [a, a]‘= [a-‘, a] = [a, a]-’ and p, a]’ = [/3-l, a] = [p, a]-‘. Hence 
[a, a] = @, a] = 1 and Q, p E Cp(a), a contradiction. 
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So we have that f acts fixed point freely on Z(P). Let x E Z(P)“; then 
x’=x-‘. As before we get a, p E P such that 
[a, ~1, [A al E (x), (r’=a-’ and /3’ =,8-i, 
and (a, PXx>l( x is non-cyclic. Set B = (a, /3). We have a homomorphism > 
#: B(x)/B’(x) -+ (x>, 
#(Y> =lY3 al. 
Hence some non-trivial class in B(x)/B’( x is contained in C,(a). Since it is ) 
inverted by t, we have y E C,,(a) - (x) such that y’= y-‘. Since P has 
exponent p, (y, x) is non-cyclic and the Lemma is proved. 
We are now in a position to state a slightly more general version of all 
three main results in the paper as follows: 
In Theorem A we may replace conditions (i) and (ii) by: 
(Ri) P is regular and if we set H = N,(P)/O,,(N,(P)), then H fulfills 
(T) H = P M T the semi-direct product of a non-cyclic p-group and a 
group T of order 2, [P, T] is non-cyclic, and for any T-invariant non-cyclic 
section S of P,with [S, T] = S, [C,(U), T] is non-cyclic for any u E C,(T); 
and 
(Rii) If p is a Fermat prime, Cl(P) < max(p - 2,2) and for p 2 5 no 
section G, of G satisfies: G,/O,(G,) 1: SL(2, p - l), O,(G,) is elementary 
Abelian of order Pp-* and GJOJG,) acts on OJG,) irreducibly. 
In Theorem B and its Corollary we may use simply condition (T) as the 
condition on H. 
We recall that P is a regular p-group if for any a, b E P we have (ab)P = 
a*bP + Sp with S an appropriate element from the commutator subgroup of 
the group generated by a and b. Note that the local condition 
“Cl(P) < p - 3 when p > 5 is a Fermat prime and Cl(P) < 2 when p = 3” 
implies (Rii). 
The next coherence Lemma is due to Lluis Puig. Denote by R(H) the set 
of generalized characters of H, by R,(H) the set of generalized characters 
that are constant on p’-elements and by X, the set of irreducible characters 
of H. If B is a homomorphic image of H we identify X, with its 
corresponding subset of X,. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Puig). Let L be a lattice endowed with a quadratic form 
holding an orthonormal basis. Assume P is a Fnite non-cyclic p-group, T has 
order 2, H = P XI T and P = [P, T]. Then any isometry z: R,(H) + L extends 
to an isometry o: R(H) -+ L. 
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ProoJ Set X, = { 1 r, E). We have 
(*) for any Iz E R(N), 1 + (l/2)(@) - a(l))a E R,(H). 
If P is Abelian a basis for R,(H) is made of 1, and p - I, - E, where p 
runs through ail irreducible characters of X,-X,. Consideration of the 
scaiar product with this basis and the fact that iP( 2 9 gives that r can be 
extended to R(H) in a unique way. 
Hence we may assume that P is non-Abelian. Let 2 be a T-stable 
subgroup of Z(P) n P’ of order p, and set fl= H/Z. We have by (*), 
R(H) = R(R) + R,(H) and R,(R) = R(E?) n R,(H). 
Let F be the restriction of r to R,(@. By induction f extends to 6: Rfi?) --, L. 
So there exists a unique Z-linear map 0: RfH) + f;, which extends both B 
and t. 
To prove that o is an isometry, we only need to show 
W), Wh = 0 for any x E X, - X,. 
Let x E X, - X, and set (U(E), uO~))~ =x, and assume x # 0. By (*) we have 
wxh dx))L = 1 + txu I- xw)x 
@cx>t G))L = ~1/2)(d(l) - w)x for any JEX&f. 
Therefore we have 
Since all terms are integers and x f 0 we get 
(*“I x(1) + 1 -XW z VI + 11/Q 
and equality is only possible if ok) f u(~(~)). 
If x(t) # 0, zip is irreducible and therefore ~(1)” < IFj. Hence by (**) 
x(t) > 0 implies 2 > 1 PI/x( 1) > x(l), a contradiction. 
Assume that x(t) < 0; since Ix(t)1 <x( 1) - 2, (**) gives 4 > x( 1) + 3,/x( I), 
so we have equality and o(x) E o(R(j?)). ex is an irreducible character and 
(&x)(t) > 0. Hence o(ax) is orthogonal to U(E) and therefore to a@(@). In 
consequence (u(ex), o(X))~ =: 0 and by (*) 
a contradiction. 
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So we may assume that x(t) = 0. Then we have ,U E X,, -X, such that 
pH =x and p’ #p. From (**) we get 
1 + 34) > (IPI + 1)/2, 
and hence p(l) = 3 and ]P] = 9. But now, P is extraspecial of order 27 and 
since P = [P, T] we have Z = P’ = C,(T). Since ,u vanishes on P - Z we 
have p’ = ,u, which a contradiction and proves the Lemma. 
In this section we prove Theorem A assuming Theorem B. In this section 
we assume that G is a counterexample to Theorem A of minimal order. We 
set F = GF(p). 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) O,,(G) = 1 and p > 5. 
(ii) O,(G) # 1, is elementary Abelian. We set G = G/O,(G). Then c 
acts faithfully and irreducibly on O,(G). 
(iii) c is a nondbelian simple group with cyclic self-centralizing 
Sylow p-subgroup of order p. 
Proof: O,,(G) = 1 is clear. Ifp = 3 since Cl(P) < 2, N,(P) is a C-control 
subgroup of G and by Theorem B we get a contradiction. 
By the Corollary to Theorem B, N&&I(P))) is not p-solvable of p-length 
one, so by induction we have Z(J(P)) Q G. Hence O,(G) # 1. If for a 
subgroup 1 # M c O,(G) it4 is normal in G, then G/M fulfills the hypothesis 
of the Theorem since p ) ) 61, and therefore d is p-solvable of p-length one, 
and by the Hall-Higman Theorem [3], since P is regular, G is p-solvable of 
p-length one. So no such A4 exists and O,(G) is elementary Abelian and G 
acts irreducibly on O,(G). 
Since G does not fulfill the hypothesis of the Theorem it has a cyclic 
Sylow p-subgroup. Suppose S 3 O,(G) is a proper normal subgroup of G. 
Since OP(G) = G, set N = P . S # G. We also have ) N,,,(P)/P . C,,,,(P)/ < 2. If 
(N,,,(P)/P . C,(P)1 = 1, by the Hall-Wielandt Theorem N and hence S are p- 
nilpotent. Since O,,(S) c O,,(G) = 1, we get that S is a p-group and 
S c O,(G). So 1 N,,,(P)/P . C,,,(P)1 = 2; take t E N,,,,(P) -P + C,,,(P), a 2- 
element. By construction of N, t E S and we get, since OP(G) = G, 
P = [P, t] c S. Hence by induction we get S = O,,(S). N,(P), and since 
O,,(S) = 1, P is characteristic in S and normal in G, a contradiction. Hence 
G is simple. 
Since [P, T] = P the normal subgroup of G, C,(O,(G)) is proper and 
hence C,(O,(G)) = O,(G). That completes the proof of (ii). 
Now suppose g E G is a p’-element such that [P, g] s O,(G). Since 
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g E N,(P) and P # O,(G) we get g E C,(P) C_ C&O,(G)) = O,(G). So c has 
a self-centralizing Sylow p-subgroup. 
Since P is regular and O,(G) has exponent p, every p-power in P 
commutes with O,(G). Hence, since G is faithful on O,(G), ]P] =p. That 
completes the proof of (iii) and of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Set M = O,(G). We have dim,(M) = Cl(P) < p - 1. 
Proof. Set K = G, Q = P and N = N,(P). Since M is an irreducible FK- 
module, by the theory of vertices and sources (see, for example, [ 1, p. 3391) 
we know there exists an indecomposable FN-module L such that 
(M is a direct summand of the induced module LK). Now restricting to Q 
and applying Mackey’s decomposition formula [ 1, p. 4971 we get 
MI, 1 @ LxI,vxnplQ~ (*I 
where the sum is taken over a complete set of representatives of the double 
cosets NxQ in K. Suppose the minimal polynomial of the action on M of an 
element x in Q was (X - 1)p. Then there exists y E M such that 
[~,x;~-llzl( h [ w ere y,x;O].=y,and[y,x;n]=[[y,x;n-l],x])and 
(xy)” = [y, x; p - 1 ] # 1 against the regularity of P. So the minimal 
polynomial of any element of Q is a divisor of (X - 1 )“-I. We can suppress 
from the summation in (*) all terms where N” n Q = 1. We get 
MIQILIQ* 
By the structure of the indecomposable p-modules of the dihedral group N 
(see, for example, [ 1 l]), L IQ is indecomposable, and hence M(, = L IQ, and 
dim,(L) is the degree of the minimal polynomial of a non-trivial element of 
Q, which is easily seen to be Cl(P). We also have seen this to be at most 
p - 1, and we have the result. 
LEMMA 2.3. If Theorem B is true then so is Theorem A. 
ProoJ By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, K fulfills the hypothesis of a Theorem of 
Feit, Theorem 5.1 in [2], and we see that p > 5 is a Fermat prime and 
K 2: SL(2, p - 1). But now it follows that, since M is not of defect zero, 
dim,(M) = p - 2 (and M comes from the reduction “modulo p” of an 
ordinary irreducible representation of SL(2, p - 1)). This contradicts 
condition (Rii) and completes the proof of Theorem A. 
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3 
In this section we prove Theorem B without quoting any of the results of 
Section 2. For this section let G be a counterexample to Theorem B of 
minimal order. For any non-trivial ~-subgroup A of G we set W(A) = 
~~,(C~(A)). We identify P with a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and we let t E 7”” 
be also identified with an element of G. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) If 1 #A c B are p-subgroups of G we have that C,(A) 
is p-solvable of p-length one and W(B) = W(A) n Co(B). N is a W-control 
subgroup of G. 
(ii) Suppose K (1 G and P c K and W(A) c K for all non-trivial 
subgroup A E P. Then K = G. 
(iii} There exists N, (1 N such that F = N/N~ is a Frobenius group of 
order 2p2 with Frobenius kernel Q = N,,/N% of order p2; and a central 
extension G of G by Z of order p such that 8 is a C-control subgroup of i? 
and &, splits into Z x N, (identifying N, with a subgroup of G) and 
&IN, = & is an extraspecial group of order p3 and exponent p. We also set 
Is‘lN, = f’. 
Proof: (i) Take any a E p. It is clear that Co(a) # G, and that C,(a) is 
a C-control subgroup of C,(u). We also have 
But now C,(a) is either a p-group or a group ful~lling (T’); hence we have 
either for example by [7, Corollary 2J or by induction C,(a)p-solvable ofp- 
length one. We have for any A z 1 a p-subgroup of G, 
GAA) = ~,~tGW) . C,(A). PI 
Now by induction we reduce the first equation of (i) to the case ]B : A I= p, 
B/A acts on C,(A) and O,,,(Co(B)) = O,,(C,(A)) n Co(B) since Co(A) is p- 
solvable. (see also 16, Chap. VI, Proposition 51). This proves the first part of 
(i). 
Now since N is a C-control subgroup of G, by (*), No(A) = W(A) . N,(A). 
Suppose g E G and A, AB c N. Then g = c + n for some c E C,(A) n E N, 
since N is a C-control subgroup of G. But now c = ci h n, with ci E W(A) 
and n, EN,,,(A). So g = c, a (n, . n) with c, E W(A) and n, . n EN, i.e., N is 
a W-control subgroup of G. 
(ii) Since K 2 W(P) we have P. C,(P) E K. So N n K is a C-control 
subgroup of K and hence N n K/O,(N n K) is either a p-group or is 
isomorphic to H. In both cases if K # G K is p-solvable and G = O,,(K) . 
(KnN).N=O~,(G).N. 
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(iii) Since N is a C-control subgroup we have OP(G) n N = O“(N) and 
Op(N) is a C-control subgroup of OP(G); so we have P= [P, T]. Then P is 
non-cyclic and we may take N, the antiimage in N of a subgroup P, of P 
such that P, I> P’, IP/P, 1 = p*, and P/P, is non-cyclic. T inverts every 
element of P/P’, so acts on P/P, in a Frobenius way. So we have that 
F = N/N, is a Frobenius group of order 2p2. 
It is well known that F has a non-split central extension i? by Z of order p, 
and then Q is an extraspecial group of order p3 and exponent p. This gives a 
central extension N of N, with 15, = Z X N, (identifying N, with a subgroup 
of H). 
As N is a C-control subgroup of G, it follows from [8, Lemma 1.21 that 
there exists a central extension G of G by Z which induces the extension N 
of N and where &’ is a C-control subgroup. 
Given a group K denote by P(K) the Z-module of generalized projective 
characters. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a Z-module isometry a: R(H) + R(G) such that 
(i) If R E P(H) then o(n)lN E P(N). 
(ii) Ifx E R(H) and x E G is not a p/-element and xp E N, we have 
o(x)(x) = x(n), where n E C,(x,) and xn-’ E W((x,)). 
(iii) Ifx E R(H) and 1 E R,(H) then ohA) = a(x 
ProoJ We denote R(G, IV) = {x E R(G) ] for any x E G such that xp # 1 
x(x) =x(x . w) for any w E W((x,))}, and R,-,(H) the set of elements of 
R,(H) which vanish at 1. 
In the notation of [7, Thloreme 61, since we have IV(A) n N = 
O,,(C,(A)) = O,,(N) n C,(A) for any A # 1 a p-subgroup of G, we have 
and e, . R(N) = R(H); h ence R(N, v) = R(H) + P(N) (7, Thioreme 31 and 
R,(N, v) = R,(H). In particular, P(N) is the orthogonal lattice of R,(H) in 
W, 0 
By [7, Thloreme 61 there exists an isometry u from R,(H) onto R,(G, FV) 
such that 
(*) for any A E R,(H), a@)[,,, = A. 
But R,(G, W) G e, . R(G) [7, Theoreme 31, a lattice with an orthonormal 
basis; hence by Lemma 1.2 u extends to u:R(H)+ e, - R(G). We set 
X, = {l,, E) and we have by (*): 
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(**) for any xE G,, and xER(H) 
a&)(x) = x(1 I+ XW + x(1 I- xw u(E)(X) 
2 2 
In particular, for any Iz E R,(H), o(A) vanishes over GP,, and therefore, [7, 
Thioreme 6] and (*) give 
for II f P(H); 
Let x be an element of G - G,, such that xP E A? We have x = w. n, 
where w E W((x,,)) and n E N - NP,; so, for any x E R(H) a(x)(x) = a(x)(n), 
since e, . R(G) c R(G, IV). On the other hand, since rang,(R(H)) = 
~w3&(H) + Wh (*I g’ Ives a~)@~) = x(n). So we have (ii). Now (ii) and 
(**) give (iii), which completes the proof of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let up be a non-trivial character of 2. There exists an 
irreducible character 4 of I? such that Ciz = pi, and C(t) = 1. Then u may be 
extended to a Z-linear isometry of ZC + R(H) into R(G). From this we 
deduce that u(s)(l) = 1 and get a contradiction. (Recall that E is the non- 
trivial linear character of H.) 
Proof. The first statement is clear. 
Let R(K, p) = (x E R(K) j x(x) =x(x,) for all x E G}. By [7, Theoreme 11, 
there exists a E R@, p) such that a 1~ = (14. Set 
P+l P-l w=2lf+~& 
and 
@&!LL 1 P--l 
2 p --E-P{+ c A 2 A.Xp-Xr 
It is easy to verify that pc = a a w and that 8 vanishes on each element R of P 
such that XP and P ’ are conjugate. 
We identify R(E) with its image in R(R). Since R(Z?, p) GR(#, p), there 
exists a’ E R(C?, p) such that a’l$ = a [7, Corollaire 21. We set r’ = 
(l/p) a’u(w). We first prove that Q has norm 1. We denote as usual E for 
the complex conjugate of a. We have 
(a’E’)l~ = a . d, (a = E)la = (cold and CcE R(F). 
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Therefore a -5 E R(F, p) E R,(H) and by (*) of Lemma 3.2 we get 
u(a . I?) = a’ . 6’. Now by (iii) of Lemma 3.2 
(a’ . a(o), a’ - a(o))6 = (u(w), a(aEco))e = (0, a&o), 
= P2G ofi = P2. 
We next prove that c /k is a generalized character for any nilpotent subgroup 
l? of G which will sow that c is a simple character of G. We may assume 
that Z c 8. Let E = E/Z, 9 = O&E?) and D = O,@‘). We may assume 
P?s. If $EZXNi, $=ZXR with RGN,, and a’~,,,,,=pq@l,,, 
so that r’ 1~ is a generalized character in this case. So we have S = .!? . a,/??, 
non-trivial and ,C,(S) s P. Hence by the structure of C,(s) we get 
D c W(s/Z). Now Lemmas 3.1(i) and 3.2(ii) give u(w)(x) = w(x,) = p, for 
any x E E - D. Therefore there exists y E R(D) such that 
4W)IE = P * 1, + f. 
But now 
where y @ rp is a character of D x Z. This completes the proof that the 
isometry u can be extended. 
Now we set 8’ = u(0). We claim that 0’ vanishes on each element 2 of G 
such that iP and 2;’ are conjugate. Indeed, let x be the image of 2 in G. If 
xP, = 1, 2 is a p-element and so c(f) = u(o)(x), thus using (**) of the 
previous Lemma we get 19’(g) = 0. Therefore we may assume that 
1 # xP E N; since O,,(C&,)) maps onto O,,(C,(x,,)) we get using the 
structure of C,(x,), .? = ti, . n^ with 6 E O,(C&,)) and n^ E N. Therefore 
5$ = $,, and hence a’($ = a’(@. Also we have u(J)(i) =J(nl) for any 
?, E R(F). Hence we have the claim. 
Now let u be an involution of G, &vanishes over the set (U^“Z?~},,~,~ and 
we get 
P+l p - 1 U(&)(zq2 r’ (4’ --- 
2 2 u@)(l) -r’(l)+ *& I!;;g2 =O* 
We set u(E)( 1) = a, U(E)(~) = b and 
P+l p-l x2 P,(Ap2--- 
2 a 
_ p ((P + 1)/2 + ((P - ww)2 + P2 - 1 (1 + x)’ 
(P + 1s + ((P- 1)/2)a 2 1ta * 
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By (**) of Lemma 3.2 we have P,(b) = 0. It is not hard to show that in fact 
a is a double root of P,(X). So 
P,(X) = f - 1 *PJo). 
( ) 
Therefore either P,(O) = 0 or c1= b. On one hand, a simple computation 
shows that P,(O) = 0 implies a = 1. On the other hand a = b implies 6 E K = 
Ker(o(e)), namely, K # 1. Since obviously O,,(G) = 1, Kn P contains a 
non-trivial element x, and by Lemma 3.2(ii) e = B(E)(X) = E(X) = 1. Hence 
a(e)(l) = 1 in all cases. 
But now Lemma 3.2(ii) gives that P c K = Ker(a(e)) and further that 
IV(A) c K for any A s P non-trivial. But by Lemma 3.l(ii) we get a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of the Lemma and of the Theorem. 
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